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RecentlYl irreversibility on macroscopic systems has been investigated based on the chaos the-
orぁbyusing Molecular Dynamics (MD) methods. However， the MD methods can not avoid the 
nllmerical irreversibility dlle to rollnd-off errors. For exampleうLoschmidtうsreversibility paradox 
was investigated by Orban and Bellemans1. In their sim1l1ationぅatime-reversal operation is 
realiヌedby a velocity-inversion techniqlle. That is， al velocities of the particles are reversed 
sllddenly at a certain time in the middle of the eqllilibrillm state. As a reSl1tう irreversibility
appeared in the sim1l1ationヲi.e.，Bo1t7.mann's H-function didn't retllrn to the initial vallle after 
the time-reversal operation. Accordingly， itis stil llnclear whether the irreversibility of the 
system can be investigated properly， even if the stability has some relation to the irreversibility. 
Thereforeヲ tostlldy the characteristic of this nllmerical irreversibility， we employ the bit-
rever・.'iblealgorithm2 as a test bed. The bit-reversible algorithm (Bit MD) is completely time-
reversible and is free from any rOllnd-off error and， therefore， any irreversibility can be detected 
definitely3 (Fig. 1). This is becallse Bit MD employs Ve巾 t'salgorithm for time derivatives bllt， 
llnlike the standard MDヲemploysa discrete coordinate-spaceヲinsteadof a continuolls coordin訂正ト
space. This complete time-reversibility sllggests that， ifa qllantitatively-controlled noise is 
added to Bit MD， it may be possible to qllantitatively investigate nllmerical irreversibility in the 
1 J.Orban， A. Bel1emanR， Phys. Let.， 24A，620(1967). 
2D. Lev四queand L. Verlet， J.Stat. Phys. 72， 519(1993). 
3N. Komatsu， T.Abe， Physic九D195，391(2004). N. KomatRu， T.Abe， Conference on Computational PhYRicR， 
Italy， EurophYRICR conference abRtractR 28D， 105(2004). N. KomatRu， Ph.D. theRiR， University of Tokyo， 2004. 
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standard MD. Based on this ideaヲweinvestigate the irreversibility by means of the following 
controlled noise which is added to Bit MD. The controlled noise is a deliberate displacement 
of the particles; that iS1 the particles change their position sllddenly by a certain amOllntうina 
random direction in the discrete coordinat←space. 
Throllgh this stlldY1 it is clearly demonstrated that1 other than the extent of the stability of 
the systemラtheappearance of irreversibility is related to theうq1lantityうofthe controlled noise 
(See Fig. 2). By means of the bit-reversible simlllation added to the controlled noise of an 
appropriate 'quantity¥the characteristic of the nllmerical irreversibility in the standard MD 
is revealed. Note that1 to meaSllre the nllmerical irreversibility properlY1 a recovery rate of 
Bolt?:mann冶H-fllnction，RR1 is newly defined by 
R-dH H(2t問v)-H(trev) 
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Fig. 1: Time evollltion of Bolt7.mann's H-fllnction obtained by time-reversible simlllations. 
Time-reversal operations are executed at the timings designated by a， bヲ cand d. The H-
fllnctions in Bit MD return to the initial vallle exactly aft.er a passage of time from the tim← 
reversal operations1 which is eqllal to a time interval from 0 to trev. On the other hand， in
the standard MD1 the time evollltion of the H-fllnction is influenced by the timings trev of the 
time-reversal operation1 and the H-fllnctions don't return to the initial state completely. In this 
自gllre1for Eq. 11 dH andムHat trev =b are also shown. 
Fig. 2: Effects of the nllmber of particles to which the controlled noise is added1 NCN. 
Arbitrary NCN particles are chosen to be displaced by the minimllm lattice distance in the 
discrete coordinate-space， only once at the timing trev of the time-reversal operation. In this 
StlldY1 NCN/N is varied ranging from 0.06% to 100%. Here， the total nllmber ofparticles N is set 
to be 1600. As shown in Fig. 2ラthenumber NCN has a significant inflllence on the appearance 
of irreversibility. The more the ratio NCN / N increases， the more quickly the irreversibility starts 
to appear1 and the more rapidly the irreversibility prevails. 
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